Note to Mr David Hughes
Dept. of Culture, Media and Sport

Subject: On-Course Bookmaking

-

Levy replacement

The on and off-course markets are two completely separate entities, with the only similarity being

that the result of the event or race is the same for both markets.

1.

2.

3.

The levy was initially created to compensate the Racecourses for the migration of its fee
paying customers to the new ticensed Betting Shops. lt was recognised that on-course

bookmakers had high costs but a single product business which is why the equitable remedy
was a token fixed fee.
The on-course bookmaker can only spread the costs over an average of between six and
seven events a day whereas the off-course industry can spread its costs over many races and
products including high margin multiple bets, fixed-odds betting terminals, virtual racing,
football betting, lottery type games etc.
The off-course market enjoys margins of up to 2O% due to the variety of high margin

multiple bets in contrast to the on-course HMRC mean average of L2>L4% on gross profit
and between 2 and 3% on net profit. Any marginal imposition of tax would clearly have a
disproportionate and unacceptable effect on the net profit of on-course bookmakers.
It should be borne in mind that on-course bookmakers were involved in a five and a half year
negotiation with the racecourses to agree commercial terms following the 2005 Gambling Act.
ln order for the bookmakers to protect their rights it needed the input of a Select Committee hearing
(chaired by John Whittingdale, a working party chaired by Sholto Howard and many meetings with

ttrethenMinisterofSport GefiySutcliffe{theDCMSwereheavityinvofuedthroughVivJohnsonand
colleagues).
The result of the negotiations were that the costs of individual racecourse bookmakers were
substantially increased. Examples of these increases include the following:
Badge fees on better days increased by up

to

5O%

A marketing fee was introduced at each racecourse
The pitches were changed from 'in perpetuity'to a 40 year lease ending in 2052.
Racecourses

to receive 8% ofthe fee when a pitch changes hands.

Any imposition of

-

a

gross profit tax would inevitibly lead to the following:

A downsizing of some of the bigger businesses

Potentially less net revenue for the racecourses as their share of pitch sale fees would
substantially decrease if the bigger on-course bookmakers no longer sought to expand their
businesses.

-

-

A reluctance to attend the more marginal meetings where the best outcome is usually to
'get the expenses' but which provide work for the staff and support the validity of the S. P.

Who would gain form the imposition of a gross-profit tax on on-course bookmakers?

l

The bookmakers?

The larger bookmakers would have no incentive to continue to expand their businesses or to attend
the more marginal meetings thereby making the SP less robust. Businesses would have to be re-

structured.
2 The racecourses?

Whilst it is possible that some small amount of tax would be collected, this would be more than offset by the reduction in commission the racecourses would receive from pitch sales. lf the bigger
operators withdraw from the market the prices will collapse and the 8% commission payments will
be substantia lly lower.
3 H.M.R.C.?

lf less meetings are covered staff tax and N.l. contributions to the revenue will be lower and if pitch
prices collapse the capital gains tax currently collected will diminish significantly.

lf this tax were to be introduced it will be necessary for the bigger on-course bookmakers to restructure their businesses and there witl be literatly nothing to gain but a great deal to potentiatty
lose for all the parties involved
Please note that whilst the on-course market clearly benefits from racing it also creates the market

from which the off-course operates and it has never been compensated for its loss of custom initially
to the betting shops and latterly to on-line betting - it also contributes around f5 million excluding
VAT in the form of entrance fees and betting badge fees which again formed part of the commercial
negotiation with the racecourses.
For the above and other reasons we would ask that the validity of the exempt status of on-course

bookmakers be recognised and the contribution they make to the race day experience be
maintained.

Chris Hudson
President of the B.R.B.A.

